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ABSTRACT: Big history is the most ambitious theoretical study today because it attempts to 
ground a grand unified narrative (story/symbolic) within a total vision of reality (picture/imagi-

nary).  However, the dominant form of contemporary big historical discourse remains committed 
to scientific narratives (stories/symbolism) and visions (pictures/imaginary) presented within the 
foundation physical naturalist universality.  In this paper it is argued that this approach prevents 

big history from developing as a field capable of generating a novel research program and reflex-
ively incorporating the symbolic-imaginary domain of observation into big historical theory it-

self.  Consequently, in this analysis big history theory is first deconstructed in relation to its 
grounding in first-order physical naturalist complexity science and cosmic evolutionary maps 
(proposed ontological formula: ∅(U1+)∞).  Secondly, this analysis proposes the first steps to-
wards a big historical reconstruction project that takes on the structure of an inversion of stan-

dard theory.  This is achieved by fundamentally grounding analysis in the phenomenal perception 
of subjective multiplicity in-itself overdetermined by big historical totalizing narrative structures 
and visionary frames that move within a higher-order domain of meaningful virtual spaces.  The 
truth value of these totalizing narrative structures and visionary frames is not legitimized by their 
correlation (or lack of correlation) with physical reality but rather with their ability to structure 

the motion of subjectivity in relation to actual social world transformations in the historical 
process itself.  From this analysis greater emphasis is placed on the “general humanness” of big 
history related to science, religion, politics, art, and other communities as well as the fictional 
effectiveness of big histories in relationship to the historical and future becoming of humanity 

(proposed ontological formula: ∞(U1-)∅).  
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 Big history is the most ambitious theoretical study today.  In an intellectual world domi-
nated by string theory, artificial intelligence, cognitive science, genetic engineering, and so forth, 
that may seem like an impossibly ridiculous statement.  How can big history be more ambitious 
than subjects focused on understanding the most remote scales of physical reality, creating tech-
nological intelligences, reverse engineering the human brain, or programming living matter?  
The reason is simple: because it includes all of these intellectual activities as “part-objects” sub-
sumed within the universal totality of its (w)holistic narrative and vision.  The main question for 
the future study of big history is whether the spontaneous impulse of big historical study towards 
universal symbolic (narrative) and imaginary (vision) totality can mature towards producing rev-
olutionary theory worthy of its object: the (w)hole of reality.  In other words, if every study is a 
“part-object” in relation to the study of big history, does this “holistic project” integrating world 
knowledge lead to anything seriously new in terms of fundamental theory about reality?  Or is it 
doomed to become (yet another) empty repetition of the whole incapable of producing its own 
positive content as do “reductionist” studies from physics to sociology. 

 Thus far, the goal of big historian theorists is to open up a new symbolic-imaginary (nar-
rative-visionary) space for the modern “global citizen” to ground a creation/origin story that is 
properly correlated to the scale and grandeur of our known physical reality (i.e. the human sub-
ject as global citizen, and the cosmic object as the subject’s big historical physical totality).  As 
founding big history theorist David Christian articulates in the opening of Maps of Time: An In-
troduction to Big History (2004)  the study ultimately aims to conceive a “grand unified story” 1

capable of reclaiming the human desire for a total narrative and vision of reality, a desire that has 
been left unsatisfied by the structure of 20th century knowledge, which, it is well-known, was 
characterized by hyper-fragmentation into specialized sub-fields that lost sight of the “larger pic-
ture”.  In other words, big history at its most fundamental ground, desires to construct a “symbol-
ic-imaginary” (narrative-vision) capable of grasping the universally “real” other of subjectivity 
as the cosmic object of physical naturalism.  

 From the inception of this attempt to construct a “grand unified story” the default frame 
has structured a tale from “Big Bang to Global Civilization”.   ‘In the beginning…’ there was 2

nothing (an empty substanceless void teeming with virtual particles),  and from this paradoxical 3

quantum nothingness, there emerged not just a positive substantial something, but everything we 
can observe and detect with our technological extensions, from the elementary particles of the 
tiniest subatomic scales to the cosmic web of the largest super-galactic scales (i.e. big history be-
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tween nothing and everything).   In the big historical narrative and vision what connects these 4

unimaginably inhuman scales of subatomic elementary particles and super-galactic cosmic web 
space is the progressive evolution of complex structure in our local region (the materialist hierar-
chy of interconnected forms) starting with the big bang singularity and culminating in modern 
sociotechnological civilization.  Thus, in this story what frames a unification of the “micro-
macro” worlds of the physical universe (material forms) to the “middle” world of the human 
mental universe (symbolic-imaginary forms) and everything in between is the “evolution of 
complexity” in terms of diverse parts (elements) capable of connecting (relating) in higher co-
herent wholes.  These wholes in turn exhibit structural forms with novel properties that cannot be 
reduced to their constituent parts, i.e. from macromolecular chemical communities that cannot be 
reduced to elementary particle physics, to the technological global human community which 
cannot be reduced to evolutionary biology.  5

 Consequently, big history has adopted holistic scientific practices capable of “grabbing 
the whole” and has thus consistently and pragmatically aligned its symbolic-imaginary impulse 
for the real with a theoretical methodology that co-maps with contemporary complexity science 
and cosmic evolution.  In terms of concrete theoretical interpretation this has resulted in a foun-
dational vision (“total picture”) of progressively evolving complex forms and a narrative (“grand 
unified story”) articulating the notion that our universe undergoes fundamental transformations 
described as “complexity thresholds”.   Complexity thresholds occur when a form of structural 6

organization emerges and stabilizes a novel regime of phenomena (a new level of the materialist 
hierarchy).  Dominant descriptions of these complexity transitions have been grounded in either 
an energetic base (universal complexity as best understood in thermodynamic terms),  or with an 7

informational base (universal complexity as best understood in algorithmic terms).   The most 8

common demarcation of these information-energy complexity thresholds into a universal “big 
history” narrative includes the following fundamental distinctions:  9
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 1) origin of the universe, 
 2) the first stars and galaxies, 
 3) formation of chemical elements, 
 4) formation of the Earth and solar system, 
 5) emergence of life, 
 6) emergence of humanity, 
 7) transition to agriculture, 
 8) modern industrial revolution 

 From this framework some big historians have started to speculate on how this deep his-
torical theoretical approach can help us understand the complex dynamics of contemporary civi-
lization in regards to predicting the future of our informational and energetic capacities and or-
ganization.   Such speculations are being articulated with notions of an immanent “threshold 9” 10

characterized by various utopian and dystopian structural possibilities depending on human 
choices/decision-making.  11

Figure 2: Complexity Thresholds from Big Bang to Global Civilization 

Source: Christian, D.  2011.  The history of our world in 18 minutes.  TED.com.   

 In this analysis we can derive the basic ontological structure of the study of big history 
itself as a subject-object operation.  On the one hand (the objective hand) we have the one cos-
mic object emerging from an empty void as the totality of physical reality represented in “8 
complexity thresholds” from Big Bang to Global Civilization.  On the other hand (the subjective 
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hand) we have the open-ended multiplicity of mental/subjective interpretation of that one cosmic 
object in symbolic-imaginary “narrative visions” which can be theoretically grounded in a cos-
mic evolutionary paradigm emphasizing the increase and consequences of general complexity.  
Thus, the fundamental symbolic architecture of contemporary big history (i.e. the “general signi-
fications”) are framed around the “main/master signifier” of “evolution” or “complexity” or the 
“evolution of complexity”.  Indeed, this structure fits the general theoretical scheme offered by 
big history pioneer Fred Spier when he stated that the study of big history is “entirely built on 
empirical observations and scholarly interpretation”.   From this we can derive a simple formula 12

describing the basic ontological coordinates of contemporary big history:  13

(Big history) = ∅(U1+)∞ 

 In the symbolic-imaginary multiplicity of subjective interpretations the one physical real 
(as a singular universality) is thus observed (within an a priori narrative frame overdetermining 
perception) to have a very particular universal historical character culminating in the existence of 
a human species (at least in our local region) that plays a fundamental role in the transition to-
wards a higher level of complexity (some yet-to-be-determined “threshold 9”).  Furthermore, it is 
interesting and important to note that this basic structure does not just appear in big history prop-
er, but in various other subjective interpretations outside of big historical analysis, from Carl 
Sagan’s “cosmic calendar”  (influenced by astrophysics and cosmology) to Ray Kurzweil’s “law 14

of accelerating returns”  (influenced by computer and complexity science) among many others.  15

Thus, although the structural details and placements of the symbolic-imaginary “complexity 
thresholds” (i.e. Big Bang to Global Civilization) will vary within the totality of the one physical 
real composed of positive substantial content depending on subjective interpretation, the general 
schema universally consists of a cosmic evolutionary material hierarchy that conserves distinc-
tions at lower levels and progressively produces new distinctions at higher levels (with explicit 
speculation that human processes will eventually produce a yet-to-be-positively-determined — 
currently inexistent — higher emergent level). 

 The fundamental ontological question now becomes: is this a sufficient subject-object 
framework for the maturation of big historical theory?  Does this framework allow big history 
theory to approach the implications of the human future both practically and theoretically at the 
level of the subject (the “global citizen”)?  This was the essence of what I was trying to explore 
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in my own recent subjective interpretation (symbolic-imaginary difference/repetition) of big his-
tory.   In this article I attempt to draw out the general evolutionary consequences of rising com16 -
plexity in informational-energetic terms from big bang to the present (which was a continuation 
of previous work that may be referred to as a “little big history” focused on rising complexity in 
informational-energetic terms as it relates to the human beings specifically).   I then attempted 17

to situate and extrapolate the patterns from this general evolutionary trend of complexification 
into contemporary technological singularity theory vis-a-vis the posited future development of 
nanotechnology, genetic engineering, and artificial intelligence/robotics, and so forth (a theory 
which is, like big history, also fundamentally legitimized by cosmic evolution and complexity 
science).  18

 From this big historical “deep future analysis” I concluded that there is a basic “human 
futures structure” (assuming no existential crisis/catastrophe) that can be presupposed within a 
“post-biological/technocultural mode of evolution” via the process of “atechnogenesis” (struc-
turally analogous to “abiogenesis”) whereby biocultural life forms (in this local big historical 
case: human beings) give rise to an “ecology” of “living/conscious” technological substrates 
structured by symbolic codes/language (and thus divorced from biological substrate).   Further19 -
more, I posited that this futures ecology of technocultural life could potentially be aimed in a 
motion towards an “expansion” or a “transcension” spacetime direction/coordinate.  In this frame 
the expansion signals the spatiotemporal explosion of future complexity (as “technocultural” 
life) into the one physical real on the macro-scale (i.e. the exploration of planets, stars, and gal-
axies in our local medium) (as has been explored),  and transcension signals the spatiotemporal 20

explosion of future complexity (as technocultural life) into as yet unknown dimensions of the 
micro-scale (i.e. sub-atomic structures) (as has also been explored).  21

 However, it is from this subjective exercise and analysis in exploring big historical signi-
fication structure that I have developed a belief that the current big historical framework ground-
ed in complexity science and cosmic evolution is insufficient.  To be precise, I think the current 
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big historical framework structured by cosmic evolution/complexity science is insufficient for 
the maturation of big history because this structure has a symbolic-imaginary totalizing nature 
that is incapable of reflectively understanding symbolic-imaginary totalizing natures in-them-
selves (and their effects and consequences for the human future).  This is relevant because big 
history is not just about grounding subjective multiplicity in consistent relation to its “true ob-
ject” (i.e. what “real-ly” constitutes the universal environment of subjective multiplicity), but 
rather big history is also designed as a cosmic orientation mechanism to direct humanity towards 
a common universal future.   Due to this property of re-inscribing a big historical singular uni22 -
versality we need to understand this desire for universality on the grounds of symbolic-imaginary 
phenomena in-themselves (i.e. the way in which universality emerges as an active agent of his-
toricity).   

 Consequently, in order to approach totalizing symbolic-imaginary phenomena in-them-
selves (i.e. totalizing narrative-frames that overdetermine perception of the world) and also uni-
versality as an active agent of historicity (orienting humanity towards a common goal) we are 
presented with some specific problems for the future of big history theory: 

 1) Big history must clearly distinguish itself from cosmic evolution and complexity  
 science as study and develop a research program capable of generating a novel   
 methodology and results in relation to the way in which big history functions as a sym 
 bolic-imaginary phenomena on the scale of historically embedded social systems 
 2) Big history must discover a way to approach singular universality beyond the   
 contemporary thought field deadlock that exists between physical naturalism  
 (which analyzes the positive content of the material universe in-itself), discursive   
 deconstruction (which analyzes the constructions of the symbolic universe in-itself), and  
 void spirituality (which analyzes the pure phenomenal content of subjective reflection in- 
 itself)  

 The first criticism involves a fundamental issue that big history as a serious research field 
(independent from teaching about the universal history of the one physical reality) lacks an iden-
tity that is truly its own in the same sense that all established academic disciplines have an identi-
ty of their own.  This is essentially because big history’s methodological frame is one it borrows 
(at best) or mimics (at worst) from the studies of cosmic evolution and complexity science.   23

Moreover, both the studies of cosmic evolution  and complexity science  aiming at universal 24 25
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principles predate big history by a decade or more,  calling into question the necessity of yet 26

another subject that specifically focuses on the same basic issues with the same basic approach 
(or even a derivative approach).  In short, if big history is an attempt at universality “within the 
humanities” what is seriously distinct in this study in comparison to the natural sciences also 
aiming at similar goals?  And if such a distinction cannot be made and implemented practically 
within a research discipline, then what are the long-term consequences for the health of big histo-
ry as a research study, a study that can technically be subordinated to studies in the natural sci-
ences?  Or from the introduction of a recent futures article by big historian Joe Voros:  27

“The modern scientifically-based understanding of how humankind came to be here — called, 
among other things, Cosmic Evolution, the Epic of Evolution, Universal History, or Big History 
— is an intellectually exciting and very powerful conceptual model for making sense of the en-
tire past, leading from the Big Bang nearly 14 billion years ago to our present planet-wide infor-

mation-based technological civilization.” 

Do you see the problem here?  I think that big historians need to clearly identify and iso-
late the problem that as current theory is actually practiced there is no meaningful distinction 
between “cosmic evolution” and “big history”.   They are practically identical on the grounds of 28

theory.  What would a big history articulated on its own terms look like?  From my perspective it 
would look like a subject that could understand the general function of totalizing “stories-pic-
tures” “narrative-frames” in-themselves and the way in which they function on the higher order 
levels of social reality.  That is a massively unique and authentic humanities project capable of 
understanding the dynamic way in which universality becomes an active agent of historical pro-
cesses.   

 The second criticism can be aligned with the first, which is that big history explicitly 
makes an attempt at a singular universality.  Towards this aim big history scholars attempt to 
identify with scientific symbolic code (i.e. “complexification narrative”) our actual common his-
tory of the physical universe and also orient the position of humanity in relationship to this actual 
common history towards a common future of human becoming (i.e. “higher integrated level of 
human civilization”).  However, this attempt has failed to break out of the contemporary thought 
field with respect to a “universality deadlock” that emerges on the level of linguistic social reali-
ty in-itself.  This “universality deadlock” exists between three (or more) broad (and in many cas-
es interwoven) forms of knowledge that can not universally agree on the human position in rela-
tionship to universality: physical naturalism, discursive deconstruction, void spirituality.  The 
legitimacy or illegitimacy of this deadlock cannot be affirmed or negated by any one scholar or 
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scholarly community as the tension/antagonism is itself speaking and acting out its own truth on 
the higher orders of social reality. 

 1) Physical naturalism (U1+): stands for the possibility of discovering universality in  
 simple  basic symbolic principles (typically mathematical formulae) capable of describing 
 and explaining the whole of physical reality.  This attempt is traditionally conceived as a  
 search for universality in a “grand unified theory” that would unify the whole of known  
 physical reality as fundamental other from “quarks to quasars”, from “strings to   
 superclusters”, from “big bang to heat death”, or some similar thematic variation in a few 
 or even one simple line of code (sans subjet, i.e. cosmic objectivity as other totalized  
 without inclusive consequences of/for subjective multiplicity).  Throughout the modern  
 era this has been most ambitiously pursued in the physical sciences (quantum physics,  
 cosmology, etc.) related to reconciling the incompatibility of quantum mechanics (micro- 
 macro reality) and general relativity (macro-reality) with some as-of-yet unknown form  
 of “quantum gravitation”.  In this frame universality is a progressive process where  
 humanity’s scientific symbolic constructions (key) make substantial positive strides  
 towards the end goal of reaching the physical “real” in-itself (hole) (often conceived  
 ontologically in terms of eternal mathematical forms). 
 2) Discursive deconstruction (∞): stands for the universality of the impossibility of  
 symbolic universal totality (complete and consistent knowledge of physical reality).  In  
 other words, discursive deconstruction stands for the incompletion and inconsistency  
 inherent to every discursive symbolic construction and also the impossibility of reaching  
 a “beyond” of signification (our fundamental other is a “discursive house/cage”,   
 signification in-itself).  In this frame, we learn more from deconstructing every (mad)  
 symbolic operation striving for universal status — to learn from its subjective biases,  
 foundational presuppositions, structural flaws, etc. — then we do from (naively)   
 mistaking a single symbolic-imaginary thought field striving for universality as a   
 legitimate “real” project in any strict ontological sense vis-a-vis a radical multiplicity of  
 physical object others.  In short, deconstruction aims to “bar any other subject”   
 spontaneously curved for an absolute (“centered”) symbolic position vis-a-vis the   
 positive order of physical reality, and this very negative movement is the only universal. 
 3) Void spirituality (∅): stands for the universality of the void, and thus universality is  
 only achieved by subjectively affirming a hole/lack/gap in the positive order of physical  
 reality.  In other words, we are here confronted with the affirmation of universal   
 nothingness as true other, which is ultimately what modern science has discovered about  
 physical reality (i.e. beneath the appearances of the “dense” substantial physical object  
 field of “matter” is “real-ly” only an empty primordial abyss).  Subjective movement into 
 this void signals a total (self-)withdrawal in relation to actual engagement with the world  
 (which, after all, is “only an appearance”).  In this frame, human symbolic networks are  
 hopelessly entangled in a physical reality as other that cannot experientially confront  
 universality despite a strong spontaneous desire (curvature) towards that end goal (i.e. 
 “desire is an illusion”).  Consequently, the only solution is to negate this very symbolic  
 operation — “to still/calm/quiet the mind” in its relation to the repetitive insistence of  



 language (symbolic thought) — towards the only “real” as an “eternal peace” of flat  
 formlessness and primordial perfection. 

Figure 3: Forms of Universality: Humanist Discursive Deconstruction, Eastern Void Spiri-
tuality, Positivist Scientific Naturalism 
  

  

Image credit: (left) “deconstruction” (2013-2016).  http://stevenrussellblack.deviantart.com/art/
deconstruction-350257174 (accessed: Oct 1, 2016).  (middle) “meditation” Unknown.  (right)  “CERN particle 
physics” Unknown. 

 Of course, considering that big history is constructed in a physical naturalist mode of 
symbolic positing the study of big history as symbolic thought in-itself has neither broken out of 
this field nor remained neutral to this field.  In other words big history has chosen to align itself 
most closely and consistently with the scientific “physical naturalist” form of universality for 
pragmatic and logical reasons, but also for ideological and strategic socioeconomic reasons.  Al-
though one can easily defend the contemporary position of the subject of big history it remains 
perhaps fatally problematic that big history itself lacks its own identity as distinct from subjects 
like cosmic evolution or complexity science.  Furthermore big history scholars have negated and/
or under-utilized forms of void spirituality and discursive deconstruction despite a latent poten-
tial interest and utility from both thought forms.  Indeed, the typical reaction by the most active 
big history scholars to the appearance of void spiritualists is generally one of dismissiveness or 
intrusion and no serious big historical deconstruction of fundamental presuppositions is ever at-
tempted at the level of the structure of the community discourse.  Instead, big historians typically 
trade various symbolic totalities of the one physical reality oriented towards a global integration 
of civilization on the scholarly terms of cosmic evolution and/or complexity science.  This, of 
course, reflects the aforementioned formula for the basic ontological coordinates of big history 
theory (∅(U1+)∞).   
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 Is there a way for big history to overcome these quite serious theoretical challenges?  Is 
there a way for big history to simultaneously find its own research identity and break the con-
temporary field of thought towards an authentic novel form of universality?  In order to search 
for a “new” approach to totalizing big history narrative(s) and vision(s) (where we are capable of 
reflectively inscribing these phenomena onto the higher orders of social reality) we must first 
deconstruct the contemporary discursive practices of the big history social community of theo-
rists.  In other words there has been too much looking “out there” (at physical reality) and not 
enough looking “in here” where the “meaningful picture and story” of “out there” ultimately 
came from in the first place (i.e. the “strange loop” of self-positing within an a priori narrative-
frame that structures the foundational presuppositions and perceptions of “what nature really 
is”).  To be specific the focus of this deconstruction is related to the contemporary articulation of 
a big history that can only be legitimized by a cosmic evolutionary/complexity science narrative 
frame of reference.  In this sense the multiplicity of subjective interpretation is fundamentally 
structured around one interpretation of the totality of the physical real.  Indeed, this frame is pre-
supposed to be “the way” for the future of big history. 

 However, at the same time, let me be explicit in stating that this deconstruction is not an 
“anti-cosmic evolution” or “anti-complexity science” pitch aiming to undermine the work of big 
history pioneers focused on understanding the structural architecture of material complexifica-
tion throughout spacetime (which I think offers us deep insight about the nature of physical reali-
ty).  Indeed, in my own big history exploration I explicitly attempt to emphasize (to the best of 
my abilities) the theoretical importance of the positive relation between cosmic evolution and big 
history:  29

“[C]osmic evolution and big history are complementary subjects that could transcend the ‘two 
cultures’ and ultimately share the goal of providing a sense of holistic unity for our species with 
all nature: a history and a science, a story and a process, which can help the human species build 

a sense of common home and a sense of common creative origin.” 

 The problem (re-stated) is rather that, while a cosmic evolution  grounded in complexity 30

science  may be close to establishing a legitimate identity for itself in the field of academic 31

thought, big history appears to be struggling to differentiate itself as a legitimate research field of 
its own, as already mentioned above (which is, again, distinct from teaching a particular “grand 
unified narrative” as abstract universality).  In that sense this article is a search for a new sym-
bolic-imaginary form of big history capable of building a unique research identity distinct from 
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other fields like cosmic evolution and complexity science, which are legitimate and maturing on 
their own path and in their own way (i.e. they have established the flow of their own “fluid iden-
tity”).  Furthermore, I posit that such a new form should be able to understand the nature of total-
izing narrative frames in-themselves, confront the fundamental universality deadlock of our time, 
and most importantly, assert a holistic object of analysis with even greater consequences than the 
ones posited by fields of study currently in existence because it involves a fundamental entan-
glement of subjective multiplicity and the social systems that form an enacted foundation for big 
historical phenomena. 

 In many ways big history as study seems like an ideal symbolic-imaginary form capable 
of meeting such a challenge because it is already “meta” in the sense that the subject is explicitly 
about building a “total vision of reality” and a “grand unified narrative”.  Indeed, the most obvi-
ous distinction between a study like big history and a study like cosmic evolution is the position 
of the “multiplicity of subjective interpretation” and the “whole of physical reality” (i.e. how 
human beings universally relate to otherness).  In big history this multiplicity of subjective inter-
pretation is presupposed (at least rhetorically) as equally important to the actual nature of physi-
cal reality (if not more important) as subjective multiplicity is imagined to be striving for singu-
lar universality in the form of the future global integration of humankind.  However, from the 
form of discursive deconstruction we face universal negation of this imaginary striving with an 
application of critique of the totalizing nature of this symbolic-imaginary form of big history 
which presumably homogenizes an otherwise diverse field of totalizing stories and pictures of 
the human relationship to the world.  Furthermore, in the form of void spirituality we face uni-
versal negation for this striving with the application of meditative detachment from the symbolic 
dimension of thought and communication altogether as an illusory wheel of suffering structured 
by imaginary desires.  Is there an alternative to these universal approaches to the symbolic-imag-
inary which do not fall back on the invocation of the universal legitimacy of scientific construc-
tionism at the expense of alternative constructive relations?   
  
 In other words, what are the potential consequences of theoretically incorporating the 
presuppositions of subjective multiplicity in-itself as valid narrative-frame realities in relation to 
the study of big history itself?  Consider for example all of the religious, political, and artistic 
movements that are structured around totalizing narratives and images of the world.  Also con-
sider the diversity of potential big historical forms inherent to speculative interpretation and the-
orizing in the domains of science and philosophy.  Due to the fact that actual big history research 
has focused almost exclusively on fitting cosmic evolutionary theory into a big history perspec-
tive (the general problem of the “human sciences” as making the subject bend to science, as op-
posed to bending science to the subject), I do not think we can answer this question yet.  More-
over, this reduction of big history to cosmic evolution is a problematic operation as the rhetoric 
unabashedly focuses on the development of the universe in direct relation to human beings (i.e. a 
modern creation/origin story for the contemporary “global citizen”, etc.), as opposed to cosmic 
evolution, which is more interested in general evolutionary processes throughout the universe at 
large (with no particular focus on human relation to the cosmos beyond the details of our unique 



evolutionary properties, etc.).  Or as the distinction was already properly articulated by cosmic 
evolutionary theorist Eric Chaisson:  32

“Cosmic evolution […] can be defined as the study of the many varied developmental and gen-
erational changes in the assembly and composition of radiation, matter, and life throughout the 

history of the Universe.  These are the changes that have produced our Galaxy, our Sun, our 
Earth, and ourselves, and as such include both evolution and development.  A localized “big his-
tory” version of this scenario that places into larger perspective specifically humankind on Earth 
is part of a more universal cosmic-evolutionary narrative that addresses the Universe at large.” 

 Here big historians should not shy away from strongly affirming this theoretical distinc-
tion (i.e. the localized story for humankind on Earth) and seek to re-interpret the role of multi-
plicity of human mental/subjective interpretation vis-a-vis physical reality in order to find its 
own identity (i.e. what is the nature of big historical narratives and visions on the scale of higher 
order social reality and historicity in-itself and what are their effects and consequences?).  In or-
der to move in this direction it may be helpful to become more open in regards the contemporary 
field of philosophy as a tool for experimenting with alternative modes of thought capable of 
holding the entire body and mind of subjective multiplicity.  Throughout the history of modern 
philosophy there has been a strong emphasis on the entanglement of subject and object (with de-
construction of the subject’s notional constructs of the object as only one potential interpretation-
al framework).   Thus, experimenting with alternative relational notions of subject-object could 33

be an important way for big historians to re-think a contemporary big history mainly grounded in 
physical naturalism (which tends to ignore the nature of the subject in-itself).  This is something 
I attempted to point towards in my own big historical interpretation:   

“From my perspective [the] goal [of big history] should not be to eventually develop ‘one un-
changing objective story’, but rather to develop the empirical framework for a story of our col-

lective history that everyone can in turn relate to and utilize on a personal level.  Thus big history 
has the opportunity to become simultaneously one story of our shared world [U1+] as well as an 

infinite number of stories of how individuals can relate to that world [∞].” 

 In other words, what cosmic evolutionary theorists often posit as a weakness of big histo-
ry vis-a-vis cosmic evolution (i.e. its “local-ness” and “human-ness”) can be precisely inverted 
into a path-breaking strength.  This potential pathbreaking strength is not trivial to unleash and 
the above quote/self-citation does not reach it because it fails to understand the social conse-
quences of totalizing narrative frames in-themselves.  However, the first step may come from big 
historians leveraging their impressive and extensive experience actively engaging with scientific 
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universality.  Could this expertise not be shifted into conversation with the other under-utilized 
forms of universality, in order to strive for a synthesis of these equally authentic positions?  Of 
course, few are actually content with discursive deconstruction and void spirituality as ultimate 
ends to universality in themselves as they lack a radical positivist foundation for subjectivity (i.e. 
the failure of symbolic architecture’s relation to understanding reality on the scale of universali-
ty).  But at the same time, whereas scientific universality certainly speaks to the radically posi-
tivist constructive powers of the “subject of science” (the effectiveness of physics or complexity 
science knowledge, for example), does this speak to the totality of subjective multiplicity?  Cer-
tainly not.  Does it even make logical sense to think universality without incorporating the whole 
of subjective multiplicity on the terms of religion, politics, art, and other narrative-visionary 
forms of science and philosophy?  Maybe not.  Could a synthesis of contemporary universalities 
be capable of producing a qualitatively new form of universality? 

 Indeed, it seems like such a big historical movement would require the generation of a 
totally new way of seeing and speaking about reality that was capable of affirming multiplicity 
but still maintaining a grasp on singular universality.  How to find the singular focus in a radical 
multiplicity without external imposition of narrative and vision?  How to incorporate the horizon 
of scientific inquiry without reducing universality in-itself to the scientific horizon?  Although 
these may appear to be central and impossible challenges should we not expect something this 
radical from something as ambitious as big history?  Big historian Richard B. Simon pointed to-
wards this theoretical futures possibility:  34

“As Big History matures […it] will be challenged or supplanted by some new understanding that 
incorporates a perspective that we could not yet begin to comprehend.” 

 First, it is my contention that something like this new form will come, even if it comes 
from another similar form of intellectual activity like “deep history”  or “meta-history” .  Sec35 36 -
ond, it is my contention that the way forward towards this new form will come from a better un-
derstanding of subject-object entanglement in relation to grand unified narratives/visions of the 
whole.  Could it be that inscribing the consequences of the symbolic-imaginary phenomenon of 
holistic narratives and visions in-themselves could potentially help us fundamentally reconceptu-
alize temporality and existence?  In other words, could inscribing the consequences of the sym-
bolic-imaginary within our theory of the whole in-itself change the way we in which we under-
stand the physical naturalist framing of materialist movement in spacetime?  Indeed, the physical 
naturalist mental conceptualization (symbolic-imaginary, narrative-frame) cannot understand the 
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movement of mental conceptualization in-itself on the level of the individual or on the level of 
community or on the level of historicity, i.e. it cannot understand the very mental/subjective 
process (dialectic) that constitutes/frames the physical world with virtuality as such (“worlds”), 
and the consequences of such virtual constitution/framing (“worlding”). 

 The problem is thus: how can big history theory inscribe totalizing mental interventions, 
effects, penetrations, transformations, etc. of the whole via symbolic-imaginary (virtual) path-
ways into this materialist movement of the whole emphasized by the physical naturalist narrative 
frames of the world?  How do we inscribe a dynamic dialectical movement of totalizing symbol-
ic-imaginary mind into big history theory that would allow us to understand the formation of sci-
entific, political, religious, artistic, and other large-scale social communities that will presumably 
be the fundamental constituents of the next level of human civilization?  On the grounds of logic 
this big historical horizon of historicity cannot conform to physical naturalism, not for irrational 
ideological reasons, but simply for methodological reasons that you cannot analyze such phe-
nomenon utilizing the standard forms of scientific inquiry.  Physical nature is an environment 
open to our observations and our experimentation, and the results of such observations and ex-
perimentation can be neatly categorized into a picture and a story of how these observations and 
experiments fit together in a coherent and connected framework (although you still have the 
problem of how to frame and why you chose to frame what you did in the construction of the 
picture and story, etc.).   

 However, when it comes to the horizon of historicity in-itself (which is a phenomenon 
characterized by mental conceptualizations that hold together social communities), we inevitably 
run into new and very difficult problems.  Thus it is here where I would situate the problem of 
how mental/subjective processes can be inscribed without simply falling back on perceiving only 
the mental interventions, effects, penetrations, transformations, etc. of the “subject of 
science” (physicists, chemists, geologists, biologists, complexity scientists, etc.) as valid in rela-
tion to reality as a whole.  Are the holistic interpretations of reality by the subject of science the 
only interpretations with actual consequences for the becoming of reality?  Certainly not.  More-
over the “subjects of science” universally condemn or dismiss a particular non-scientific big his-
torical totalizing frame and narrative does that mean that that big historical totalizing frame and 
narrative will not have effects and consequences on the terms of the horizon of historicity in-it-
self?  Definitely not.  In this precise sense big historians should not fear to go beyond the con-
temporary universality field deadlock instead of conservatively aligning with cosmic evolution-
ary complexity epistemology/ontology and assert an open confrontation with/re-articulation of 
the fundamental scientific problem field of our time on the grounds of the historical horizon in-
itself.  This can be a productive move because the fundamental scientific problem field of our 
time is still grounded on a foundation of physical naturalism and is incapable of understanding 
the totalizing nature of symbolic-imaginary mind.  This is something that neither big historical 
forms of discursive deconstruction or void spirituality have approached seriously either, and per-
haps it is because they are themselves deficient forms of universality (although certainly not 
without serious utility). 



Fig. 4: Ouroboros Universality as Representation for the Fundamental Problem Field of 
Physical Naturalism 

Source: Rees, M.  2000.  Just Six Numbers: The Deep Forces that Shape the Universe.  Basic Books.  p. 8. 

 To be precise, the scientific problem field in relation to physical naturalism includes the 
theoretical contradictions between micro-macro reality in fundamental physics which prevents a 
universal unification of our understanding of space, time, matter, and energy in relationship to 
the division between cosmology and quantum mechanics.  This scientific problem field also in-
cludes the unknown future consequences of complex process in our local middle reality (“human 
discursive reality”) in general complexity/evolutionary science which prevents a universal unifi-
cation of our understanding of higher-order phenomenon like life, mind, and society.  The first 
thing for big historians to reflect on when confronting this scientific problem field is that both 
problems were posited by mental conceptualizations of nature overdetermined by a big historical 
totality (i.e. “fundamental physics” and “general evolutionary systems”).  

   1) First to accomplish the task of bridging or breaking the “impossible duality” between 
quantum physics (quantum mechanics) and cosmology (general relativity) that, due to their mu-
tual incompatibility, prevent a unified description and understanding of physical reality 
 2) Second to accomplish the task of holistically integrating human knowledge with unify-
ing complexity principles related to the self-organization of systems on all scales of physical re-
ality 



 In fundamental physics there is the long-standing incompatibility/antagonism between 
the principles of general relativity that form the foundation for modern astrophysics/cosmology  37

and the principles of quantum mechanics that form the foundation for particle/sub-atomic 
physics (i.e. the world of the cosmic-web and the world of the elementary particles).   On the 38

terms of macro-reality (cosmic-web) quantum mechanical effects/phenomena appear to have lit-
tle to no relevance as relativistic gravitational fields feature as a dominant effect/phenomenon 
shaping determinate material objects.  In contrast, on the terms of micro-reality (elementary par-
ticles), relativistic gravitational effects/phenomena appear to contradict the basic presuppositions 
of quantum mechanics (indeterminacy, non-locality, etc.).  Throughout the 20th century the 
search for a grand unified theory to reconcile the smallest and largest scales of reality has failed 
to generate new experimental science, and a new understanding of the world; although the most 
dominant approach, string theory, has generated many wild interpretations and has structured the 
social communities of modern physics.  39

 These theoretical problems between our understanding of macro-micro worlds raise is-
sues about our tradition epistemological coordinates related to predicting object movement in 
spacetime fields.  This is because of the strange existence of non-local (superposition) relation-
ships fundamental to quantum phenomena (wavefunction), and also the impossibility of reconcil-
ing these wavy phenomena with traditional observational measurement approaches to “objective 
reality” due to irreducible mental/subjective entanglement that collapses the wavefunction into a 
determinate object.  In other words, our ability to understand “physical reality in-itself” (ontol-
ogy, or “what is”) has become increasingly problematic as quantum phenomena not only defy 
basic common sense of object movement in spacetime (thus violating basic Galilean-Newtonian 
notions of physical reality), but also, defy standard scientific practice as our own experimental 
intervention must be included within the process of understanding physical reality in-itself (thus 
violating basic Galilean-Newtonian notions of science).   According to dominant physical theo40 -
ry this incompatibility/antagonism between micro-macro reality could be overcome or reconciled 
with the development of a revolutionary “new physics” analogous to the scientific revolutions in 
general relativity and quantum mechanics in the early 20th century founded on a conceptual and 
empirical understanding of “quantum gravity”.    41
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 On the other hand, in middle world, we face problems of understanding general evolu-
tionary processes in relation to a strange subject-object futures horizon often framed as an irre-
versible complexifying “arrow of time”.   However, for the problems of middle world we can42 -
not rely on “reductionist” thinking or methodology (i.e. pure physics/mathematics).  This is be-
cause the most salient feature of general evolutionary process is the complex emergence of novel 
phenomena at “higher-levels” of material relations/interaction from the realms of sub-atomic 
physics to the realms of sociotechnological civilization where we must include the effects of 
chemical, biological, cognitive, social processes, and so forth (i.e. life, mind, society).   These 43

problems require a “holistic science/philosophy” capable of discovering and applying general 
meta-principles transcending disciplinary boundaries that form the core structure of modernist 
academic communities.   In many convergent areas of thinking this has led to the development 44

of “principles or laws of systemic complexity” where general theorists attempt to understand the 
processes related to how relationships/interactions self-organize from lower levels of phenomena 
(e.g. physics) to produce higher levels of phenomena (e.g. chemistry, biology, sociology, etc.).    45

 The strange subject-object futures horizon emerges from this analysis (and from common 
sense) when we apply the traditional scientific approach of making testable predictions from ob-
serving and measuring material phenomena to the measured and observed evolution of complex 
relationships throughout spacetime from “big bang to global civilization”.   This futures horizon 46

is a problem for scientific prediction because we cannot (obviously) directly observe and mea-
sure the human social future in-itself as the human social future is generated by overdeterministic 
cognitive action in the present which is fundamentally incompatible with mechanistic/determin-
istic causal frameworks (i.e. incompatible with the unpredictable and non-linear interventions/
penetrations/effects of historical subjectivity).  Nevertheless systems theorists can extrapolate 
from past patterns of general evolutionary complexification processes that have generated higher 
level systems to predict the possibility space of overdeterministic action for yet another higher 
level metasystem transition potentially emerging from human cognitive activities in the present.   

 Consequently, systems theorists focused on understanding a potential future metasystem 
(higher level human civilization) have focused on understanding human cognitive activities in 
the present as they relate to the complex relationships that constitute modern science and tech-
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nology.   The cognitive actions driving scientific and technological processes are a consequence 47

of a continuously interconnected and accelerating exponential social phenomenon capable of 
producing “unimaginable” (from our point of view) systemic sociotechnological conditions.  To 
be specific this “unimaginable” horizon becomes self-evident when reflecting on the immanent 
potentiality of the future development of the internet, robotics, artificial intelligence, genetic en-
gineering, nanotechnology, and a whole suite of other technologies.   In the literature this im48 -
manent future development has been conceptualized as a “technological singularity” which is 
predicted to have unavoidable and irreversible consequences for mental/subjective human social 
processes.   When thinking about this futures horizon it should immediately allow us to re-situ49 -
ate the big history theoretic need to understand the nature and consequence of totalizing symbol-
ic-imaginary narrative frames in-themselves (which are the locus of causation in terms of the 
cognitive actions driving scientific and technological processes).   

 In other words, according to predictions of general evolutionary theory validated by logi-
cal extrapolation of scientifically rigorous empiricism grounded in understanding complex orga-
nization, the very scientific discursive practices that constitute the most dominant and construc-
tive form of universality (physical naturalism) can be understood as ideational networks capable 
of producing an eschatological event horizon in relation to human social reality.   The most ex50 -
treme interpretations of this eschatological event horizon involve the possibility that the human 
mental field constituted by symbolic-imaginary phenomena will encounter either an extinction or 
transcension process in relation to “super” intelligent and/or conscious technological apparatuses 
(i.e. artificial intelligence and robotics, etc.) that replace human form and function in the so-
ciotechnological sphere (a belief that is now engrained in popular thought and media).   Howev51 -
er, no scientific models of this potential futures horizon have been properly developed (or could 
be properly developed?) and consequently there is no scientific consensus on the dominant inter-
pretations of this complexity science extrapolation (just simply scientifically structured imagi-
nary fantasies of human civilization eschatology).   The only general consensus may be that 52

human society is the most complex phenomena in the known universe and that the future conse-
quences of its development in relation to physical reality is not only radically open on the terms 
of mental penetration/transformation, but also radically unknown on the terms of mental reflec-
tion.     
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 How can big history directly engage a new interpretation this horribly fragmented and 
confused “double” problem field positioned by physical naturalism in the traditional mode of 
scientific universality?  From the current big historical paradigm of aligning with cosmic evolu-
tionary theory the logic is that this can be done from within one of the sides of the double prob-
lem, i.e. from the side of the self-organization of complexity on all scales of the cosmic material 
hierarchy.  Clément Vidal, a philosopher of cosmology and cosmic evolution, succinctly and 
clearly expressed this potential of big history theory:  53

“If on large scales all our sciences are reduced to cosmology, and if on small scales all our sci-
ences can be reduced to particle physics, then how do we link the two?  The sciences of evolu-
tion and complexity have the potential to bridge the gap between these two reductions to cos-

mology and particle physics.  Evolution and complexity sciences are anti-reductionist by nature 
and seek to understand the emergence of new laws and of complexity transitions.” 

 And this was indeed my own thought direction that inspired my own previously men-
tioned big historical interpretation:  54

 “[N]o unified theory of nature can emerge if we are only engaged purely in reductive science.  
The whole of nature cannot be reduced to its constituent parts.  Here it is evolution and complex-

ity, as situated within a multi-disciplinary big historical framework that offers us a chance to 
achieve what academics in disciplinary information silos have failed to achieve.” 

 The question posited here is, simply: what if these presuppositions are just totally wrong?  
What if cosmic evolution and complexity science are not the revolutions capable of confronting 
challenges and realities that will emerge from our continued sociotechnological development on 
the terms of the horizon of historicity in-itself?  What if big history misses an opportunity for a 
totally other framework capable of grasping the whole of reality constituted by totalizing narra-
tives and visions by focusing all of its time and energy on building scientifically legitimized 
complexity narratives of physical reality’s processual becoming?  What if big history ultimately 
fails to meet its proposed function as a modern origin/creation story for the contemporary global 
citizen by articulating repetitions of pre-human physical reality and then extrapolating these pro-
cesses into the near-term and deeper-term future?  What if this form of symbolic-imaginary theo-
rization can never get close to the real in-itself?  In other words, what if this project is doomed to 
be deconstructed (either in the present or the future) and thus retroactively relativized? 

 These questions may be difficult but worth considering for the future of big history.  After 
all, ultimately, what has the grounding of big history in complex evolution/complexity science 
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positively produced on the terms of the reality legitimized by scientific discursive practices?  
What are the concrete research results and future directions of the study?  What is gained other 
than awe-inspiring poetic expressions and mathematical formulae dedicated to the grandeur of 
continuous change throughout all physical reality as abstract universality?  What new under-
standing of the future of human social communities is derived?  From my perspective the con-
crete result has been an endless number of repetitions that possess a fundamental “objective-lin-
ear-teleological” structure (and no meaningful differences, i.e. new positive content).  The total 
object is physical reality, this physical reality is a linear complexifying process, and this com-
plexifying process can be extrapolated into the future utilizing the patternist teleo-logic of some-
thing like “in the past there were energetic/informational flow thresholds stabilizing higher levels 
of complexity, and it therefore stands to reason that in the future of human development these 
same processes will actualize within a higher level of organization” etc. 

 This view is logical and reasonable enough but are we fundamentally stuck conceptualiz-
ing big history in this “objective-linear-teleological” way?  Is this not potentially a theoretical 
dead end?  The first red flag should come from the fact that big history has not produced any-
thing like a qualitative phase transition in the form of scientific knowledge itself on the level of a 
Darwinian evolution, a general relativity, or a cybernetics (for example), despite the fact that the 
study aligns itself with scientific universality.  Big history as totally new paradigm capable of 
producing a “universally recognized [achievement] that for a time provide[s a] model [of] prob-
lems and solutions to a community of practitioners”  has not occurred.  This makes contempo55 -
rary big history either a “Kuhnian failure”, or a “Kuhnian revolution” waiting to happen.  In oth-
er words, if the goal of big history has been to unify all of human knowledge, from physics, to 
biology, to geology, to sociology, to theology, to philosophy, and so forth, into one overall totali-
ty, this unification process did not produce any new paradigm for the structure of symbolic 
knowledge that we did not already possess before the unification. 

 This can be most clearly seen from the first academic experiments in building a big histo-
ry course as organized by Fred Spier at the University of Amsterdam in the 1990s and 2000s.   56

In this academic experiment intellectuals from various disciplines (astronomy, geology, history, 
etc.) were brought together to teach one course (e.g. big history) and this very movement was the 
course itself.  In other words, there was nothing new that made “big history” “big history” other 
than the desire to have everything under one symbolic roof  (Heidegger: “language is the house 
of being” ).  In other words, it was not that intellectuals from various disciplines were brought 57

together and, in combining these disparate elements, something totally/qualitatively new 
emerged, i.e. a new way of seeing the whole of reality with its own new research methodology, 
and its own unique unifying principles.  Instead, intellectuals from various disciplines were 
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brought together and, in combining these disparate elements, we just got an “objective-linear-
teleology” from “big bang to global civilization” (fundamental structural notions that existed 
well before the modern incarnations of academic big history proper).  No new research method-
ology, no new unifying principles. 

 Let us take a deeper look at this important and strange phenomenon with an example of 
the definition and consequences of big history as expressed by Spier in the introduction to his 
Big History and the Future of Humanity (2010):  58

“[B]ig history: the approach to history that places human history within the context of cosmic 
history, from the beginning of the universe up until life on Earth today.  In a radical departure 

from established academic ways of looking at human history, in big history the past of our 
species is viewed from within the whole of natural history ever since the big bang.  In doing so, 
big history offers the modern scientific story of how everything has become the way it is now.” 

 However, what is not demonstrated in the description of big history’s “radical departure” 
from “established academic ways of looking at human history” is what novel knowledge this 
movement produces (i.e. what positive content that could not be generated without big history as 
a research field).  For example, if we lost physics, chemistry, or biology, we would be losing sci-
entific fields that produce new positive content of physical reality.  But, if we lost big history… 
what exactly do we lose on the terms of research in relation to physical reality?  Again, what is 
remarkable is that the “big historical unification” of all these disparate sub-disciplines has not 
resulted in a qualitative transition in the form of knowledge itself capable of producing knowl-
edge that stems from its own methodological inquiry, and its own unifying principles.  This 
bizarre fact was explicitly stated by Spier himself a few paragraphs later on the same page:  59

“Although all the knowledge taught in big history courses is readily available in academia, only 
rarely is it presented in the form of one single historical account.”   

 The implications of this statement are far reaching: Does it mean big history as study just 
organizes the positive content of the rest of academia into an “objective-linear-teleology” but 
does not generate an ability to produce any new positive content itself from leading an analysis 
focused on the total object as absolute other of subjective multiplicity?  Why is it that a unifica-
tion of all subjects has not led to anything like a totally novel coherence of form between dis-
parate disciplines?  I think this non-revolutionary quality of the attempted integration of all 
knowledge in big history cannot be over-stated enough (or overlooked on the terms of theory). 

 In order to approach these issues I would start a proposal to explore some potentially 
foundational ideas for the future of a “new” big history that is capable of understanding the na-
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ture of totalizing narrative-frames, stories-pictures, etc. in themselves and also the field deadlock 
in contemporary forms of universality.  This would include attempting to understand the impor-
tance of the general constructive and communal nature and effects of totalizing subjective inter-
pretation striving for singular universality on the level of the historical horizon.  Let me specifi-
cally relate this attempt back to the aforementioned big historical ground posited by Fred Spier 
as being “entirely built on empirical observations and scholarly interpretation” (from which I de-
rived a basic ontological formula for big historical study: ∅(U1+)∞).   I believe that what this 60

ground misses is something very precise and something with deep consequences for big histori-
cal research: 

 1) The empirical dimension of the observer in-itself 
 2) The ontological consequences of all observational interpretation vis-a-vis the becom-
ing of reality itself 

 In other words what big historians must attempt to think are the consequences of includ-
ing the observers of total visions of reality and the creators of grand unified narratives in the total 
vision of reality and in the grand unified narrative (irrespective of whether it is connected to the 
physical reality as legitimized by scientific discursive practices).  What is the crucial logic at 
work here?  The logic here is that if big history is a field that is focused on understanding the 
whole of reality in both narrative and vision it must include the effective consequences of 
(w)holistic narratives and visions).  In this way I would offer the famous axiom developed by 
Spinoza, deployed by Descartes, and revived by Lacan:  “A true idea must agree with its 61

object”.  Here the object in question is the totality of subjective multiplicity’s universal virtual 
field and the effects of this field in transforming physical reality and constituting social reality.  
To be very specific this object is an inverted object field from the totality of the object field ana-
lyzed by scientists in the mode of physical naturalism with deep consequences for our under-
standing of big historical theory.   

 In physics, chemistry, geology, biology, and so forth (the raw material of big historical 
narratives and visions) the objects of analysis are external to subjective multiplicity.  Thus, we 
can say that the physical sciences are set up in a fundamental relation between “words” and 
“things” where “things (physical real) cause “words” (symbolic real).  In other words, we repeti-
tively observe the natural world (as “reality”) and when we identify a new object/process (thing/
phenomenon) we name it (with a word) and attempt to understand (explain) its relation to the 
other objects/processes within the field.  This is the basic mechanism at work from everything 
from Newton, to Darwin, to Faraday, to Einstein, and so forth.  On the terms of big history we 
may say that the totality of this field (U1+) is conceptualized as one interconnected relational en-
tity of which subjective multiplicity plays its part though reasonable interpretation.  However, 
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this does not help us to approach the nature of the subjective and historically constituted narra-
tive frames in-themselves which are always-already there positing the primacy of objects, pro-
cesses, and their relations to each other in the first place.  In other words, the ultimate horizon is 
not the horizon of objects in-themselves or object relations in-themselves that we come to under-
stand indirectly via scientific discursive practices.  The ultimate horizon on the terms of history 
is instead the horizon of self-positing subjective multiplicity that is always already in-itself lin-
guistically framing the whole of reality (worlding). 

 In order to achieve this inscription of the historical horizon in-itself we will have to be 
willing to look to the totality of subjective multiplicity’s universal virtual field.  On the terms of 
subjective multiplicity we are dealing with an extimate (internally external, or intimately exter-
nal)  object field where (paradoxically) words (symbolic) can cause (imaginary) things to mate62 -
rialize in the physical real.   Here we see the ultimate breakdown of the difference between the 63

scientific horizon and the historical (or transcendental) horizon in the sense that causation in hu-
man reality in-itself is virtually mediated via universal extimate object field in relation to the 
truth of the subject (which is its own form of observation and experimentation).  Thus many sci-
entific approaches (everything from traditional anthropology to contemporary neuroscience) 
cannot handle the human subject’s truth in-itself.  However, for big historical theory, understand-
ing the nature of this universal virtual field is crucial since it is what enables universality to actu-
alize itself in historical processes through particular individual subjects, and is thus a potential 
way to locate singular universality within a radical multiplicity.  

 Here I would posit that there is something of an impossibility to reduce “scientific 
knowledge of the object” (as universality) to “historical truth of the subject” (as universality) 
even if a better understanding of scientific knowledge can open up new possibility spaces for the 
historical truth of the subject.  The consequence of failing to understand this difference is ulti-
mately a failure of the Newtonian worldview (where the subject’s truth is eradicated from con-
sideration for understanding the objective truth of nature).  This in turn may explain the rise of 
“post-modern” social theory which focuses on “deconstructing” subject’s who cling too tightly to 
scientific objectivity in relationship to inscribing relativistic subjective positioning in historical 
context.  Thus, post-modern social theory has tended to become skeptical of scientific analysis of 
human behaviour and society (i.e. certain schools of psychology, sociology, anthropology, eco-
nomics, politics, etc.).  The problem with certain schools in the human sciences may be that they 
treat the object of analysis (human beings) from the outside (external view) like a physical scien-
tist would approach an object of analysis (external non/pre-human things/processes).  However, 
human beings cannot be reduced to the external view in this way as the subject as its own virtual 

 Here the crucial concept of “extimate” or “extimacy” (a combination of the word “external” and “intimate”) does 62

not attempt to re-enforce the traditional psychological distinction between “interior” and “exterior”, but instead, very 
precisely, attempts to convey the concept of an object field whose “exterior is present in the interior” or an object 
field that has “a quality of exteriority”., see: Miller, J-A.  2008.  Extimity.  The Symptom 9.  www.lacan.com/symp-
tom/?p=36 (accessed: Sept 29, 2016). 

 See Fig. 5 for a potential modelling structure for this extimate field of the symbolic-imaginary-real.63
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object that is purely in-itself (i.e. dreaming/worlding).  Consequently, post-modern social theory 
has tended to place far more emphasis on the radically relativistic nature of subjective experience 
and general intersubjective discourse and action that remains impossible to study on the classical 
scientific terms of external observation and experimentation.    64

  Consequently, what I am advocating is an approach to big history capable of understand-
ing the multiplicity of narratives (stories, symbolic) and visions (pictures, imaginary) in-them-
selves.  This perspective shifts emphasis from the “physical world” and towards the “world-of-
views-and-voices” that frame physical reality and have diverse and extreme effective conse-
quences in relation to actual subjective motion (often irrespective of physical reality).   Howev65 -
er, as mentioned above, the big historical search for universality can still be maintained within 
this multiplicity because we can conceptualize universality as the very movement of totalizing 
narrative-frames manifesting/actualizing in particular subjective individuals.  Thus, big historical 
theory could incorporate a new sense of universality by reflectively developing the necessary 
general meta-theory to understand this multiplicity of totalizing narratives and visions with high-
er-order psycho-social analysis.  In this sense what I am attempting to introduce is a crucial 
“minimal difference” in regards universality and the historical (transcendental) constitution of 
reality that moves universality from the “homogenous outside” (physical world) to the “het-
erogenous outside within” (virtual world) that always-already constitutes what we think of the 
“homogenous outside” (physical world).   

 How would this potentially change an aspect of big history theory?  First, contemporary 
big historical theory conceptualizes universality as the abstract notion of “physical reality” con-
stituted by scholarly interpretation and empirical observations.  However, what I am suggesting 
is that this “abstract universality” (scholarly interpretation) or “physical reality” (empirical ob-
servations) should not be confused with the real virtual universal which works in and through 
each particular subjectivity in historical context (which is not just valid depending on scholarly 
interpretation and deeply related to physical and social consequences in historical reality).  In 
other words, the universal horizon of reality is not constituted by the gaze and voice of contem-
porary subject’s of science (although forms of universality also move through their particular 
forms of subjectivity), but rather the universal horizon of reality is the historical gaze and voice 
of subjective multiplicity in-itself and the way in which the totality of that subjective multiplicity 
fractures objective reality via symbolic-imaginary communal dream action (related to science, 
religion, politics, art, and other large-scale communal entities).  Thus, we cannot merely judge a 
big historical totality in terms of how well (a certain number of “subjects of science” believe) a 
certain world-view-and-voice structure is aligned to the positive material contents of the physical 
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object that both precedes the subject and prevents direct contact.  The real virtual universal as a 
meaningful field (“semiosphere”) possesses beliefs, desires, and intentions that are purely in-it-
self and can only be judged by higher social orders of history itself. 

 In this sense the first and most important point to articulate here is that this paper prepos-
es a theoretical adjustment to the focus of big history that seeks to turn big historical inquiry in-
side out (to invert the object in question).  Thus, if the fundamental ontological formula of con-
temporary big history is ∅(U1+)∞ (void—>physical universality—>subjective multiplicity), 
where physical universality emerges from the quantum void, and subjective multiplicity emerges 
from physical universality; then the theoretical foundation being proposed here looks to be some-
thing along the lines of: ∞(U1-)∅ (subjective multiplicity—>virtual universality—>void), where 
virtual universality emerges from subjective multiplicity, which in turns covers/positivizes the 
void (i.e. the “fullness” of symbolic-imaginary totality hides the fact/protects individuals and so-
cieties from the fact that our virtuality/dreams/pictures hover over nothingness).  In other words, 
when we are thinking about the totalizing images and narratives produced by subjective multi-
plicity desiring a big historical reconciliation of singular universality (e.g. God, heaven, utopia, 
super-humanity, post-humanity, etc.) we can think of these images and narratives as “existing” in 
a state opened by the lack/void/hole of actual singular universality. 

 In order to accomplish this inversion of big history towards thinking the universality of 
mortal and finite world views and voices in-themselves we must attempt to climb the order of 
social reality.  First we must make the jump from first-order thinking (i.e. positivist approach 
centered on “objective” analysis of physical reality) where the multiplicity of subjective interpre-
tation is excluded from the theoretical ground to second-order thinking (i.e. constructor rela-
tivism characterized by observer-observed systems that form their own entangled circular loop) 
where the multiplicity of subjective interpretation is impossible to disconnect/disentangle from 
the theoretical ground that inscribes an object field.   From the perspective of second-order cy66 -
bernetics much more emphasis would be placed on the observer, i.e. how a scientist or philoso-
pher (theorist) actively constructs big historical visions and narratives (i.e. methodology, focus, 
bias, as well as political, economic, social, psychological context).   Thus, the “objective” status 67

of these visions and narratives (as world models/maps) becomes dizzingly relativized to/entan-
gled with the subjective locus producing it (i.e. the particular “view and voice” that insanely 
rants to the others about the whole of physical reality).  68
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 However, this first step (first to second order thinking) does not help us in a potential 
concrete confrontation with singular universality in the phenomenological-experiential sense as it 
opens the door for the universality of deconstruction in the quite fundamental sense that our “true 
other” is still a barred (impossible) physical reality (i.e. the “Kantian” things-in-themselves).  In 
other words, no matter how long we look and call this other (physical nature), it will never return 
the look (world-view), it will never return the call (world-voice), it will never validate the insis-
tence of our virtual belief and desire structure: it is an impossible thing in precise relation to the 
impossible image and we will forever be absolutely alone within our own irreducibly isolated 
horizon of meaning.  Thus, this first step could be followed by a second step to third order big 
history that shifts towards observing-observed systems forming their own higher relativistic level 
(i.e. the totality of subjective multiplicity in-itself).   This can be theoretically accomplished as a 69

consequence of self-observing viewers and voices themselves incorporating their self-observing 
world-views-and-voices as models structured by an a priori frame of desire that unconsciously 
filters orientation, intervention, and understanding of subject-object entanglement.  This moves 
us beyond the level of science (first order) and deconstruction (second order) and toward the lev-
el of psychoanalysis where the processing of unconscious desire and its integration with reason 
becomes the fundamental level of big historical reality. 

 To push further (fourth order) we could first identify the individual and collective level of 
overdetermination (totality of subjective multiplicity in-itself as a dynamic force) where an ob-
server (or network of observers) reflectively incorporate their noumenal view and voice models 
structured by an priori frame of desire as capable of overdetermining the virtually narrated im-
ages of externally observed objects (“the world”) through transcendental reflection and creation.  
This is a process that occurs on the level of historical subjectivity (or historical archetypal sub-
jectivities) (e.g. Plato, Jesus, Buddha, Da Vinci, Newton, Darwin, Einstein, etc.) and is the actu-
alization of the real virtual universal in the motion of being channeled through particular individ-
uals (or where an ideal archetype becomes embodied in particular individuals).  Thus, on the lev-
el of historical subjectivity and the real virtual universal the subject’s virtual world-view-and-
voice structure as other can overdetermine our understanding of physical and social reality in the 
mode of “subjects of science” but also in the mode of “subjects of” politics, art, love, religion, 
and so forth.  Consequently, on the fourth-order of big history we shift our analysis to the “agents 
of big history” in the “becoming of singular universality”.         

 To push even further still (fifth order) we could take the totality of subjective multiplicity 
as a dynamic world-view-and-voice structure.  We can imagine this order as the total sphere of 
virtuality that exists as the eternal (timeless) niche for discursive articulation (i.e. where the sym-
bolic grounds itself in the imaginary field).  Of course, there is something of an impossibility 
when attempting to imagine the “total sphere of the imaginary field” in-itself and the multiplicity 
of limit-images which characterize its own horizon.  However, it is this horizon of limit-images 
(e.g. God, heaven, utopia, super-humanity, post-humanity, etc.) which stabilize the only “true 
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other” of  subjectivity and constitute the highest level of what some social theorists call the 
“semiosphere” (i.e. the sphere of meaning distinct from the biosphere that emerges with language 
and enables the existence of supra-individual social constructs).   These limit-images most fun70 -
damentally structure the motion of subjective multiplicity in-itself and thus constitute the furthest 
reaches of the “virtual plane of immanence” (i.e. the immanence of human limit-images) as a 
field of imaginary potentiality that are inherently open to actualization via the intensity of subjec-
tive/mental action.   This move to analysis of the fifth-order as the total sphere of virtuality 71

holding subjective multiplicity is, perhaps, the way to locate the imaginary-real in-itself via the 
symbolic, because the “true other” for the totality of the subjective multiplicity is no longer the 
physical world revealed to us through sensory perception (big history as: ∅(U1+)∞) but instead 
the suprasensible (imperceptible) world view-and-voice (of the imaginary-real) that emerges as 
the virtual effacement/positivization of the void (big history as: ∞(U1-)∅).    72

 This interpretative meta-level is obviously highly relativistic and indeterministic in rela-
tion to the observer’s field of virtual objects but absolute in-itself (as evidence by the observer’s 
disposition in-itself in relation to belief, desire, and intention).  Thus, when contemplating the 
immanence of the imaginary real as a fifth-order “absolute other” the important consideration is 
to not just think of “world-view-and-voice” structures as related to relativistic and indeterminis-
tic self-recursive virtual entities (third order) that can overdetermine historical process (fourth 
order), but also and much more radically, to conceptualize the totality of these virtual entities as 
relating/interacting with each other in an “extimate field” all of its own (fifth order) where the 
ideational environment in-itself becomes the creator in its asymmetrical and irreversible relation 
to the processing/sublimation of physical universality in a network of pure relations.  From my 
perspective it may be possible to here apply the classic psychoanalytic triad of the symbolic-
imaginary-real to this higher-order extimate space or “semiosphere / virtual plane of 
immanence”.  From this application it may be possible to analyze the psycho-social contents and 
dynamics of the higher orders of big historical social reality in relation to subjective belief, de-
sire, and intention on the level of psycholinguistics (Fig. 5).  Furthermore, we can here summa-
rize the cybernetic “higher” orders of social reality from first to fifth: 
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 Again see Fig. 5 for a potential modelling structure for this extimate field of the symbolic-imaginary-real.72



Figure 5: Psychoanalytic Triad of Imaginary-Symbolic-Real (ISR)  73

  

  

Order Description Example

First order externally observed objects are modelled with an observer’s 
noumenal view and voice that is systematically excluded from the 
“objective” model of the world to create the effect that the “true 
natural world” in-itself is looking and speaking at the subject

Science

Second order observer’s noumenal view and voice of externally observed objects 
is included in the model thus creatively relativizing the observer’s 
“objective” world model to the subjective locus producing it in 
order to study its effects in the ideational field structuring the mo-
tion of subject-object entanglement

Deconstruction

Order
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 Thus, and to summarize the logic of this paper, if big history is a field that is focused on 
understanding the whole of reality in both a total vision and grand narrative (including the effec-
tive consequences of (w)holistic narratives and visions), big historians must be able to interpret 
the way in which the multiplicity of subjectivity is always already constituting the whole of reali-
ty in totalizing visions and narratives on the level of a historical horizon in-itself.  Furthermore, 
this could be why the multiplicity of subjectivity clearly appears at the problematic heart of both 
the micro-macro reality antagonism (i.e. quantum gravity) and also the middle world eschatolog-
ical event horizon (i.e. technological singularity).  In other words, to echo the introductory chal-
lenges of this article, if every study (from physics to sociology) is a “part-object” in relation to 
the study of big history, does this “holistic project” lead to anything seriously new in terms of 
fundamental theory about the whole of reality?  Or are we here dealing with (yet another) empty 
repetition of the whole incapable of producing its own positive content and thus failing to inform 
the modern global citizen about the meaning of the whole?  From my perspective if big history is 
serious then it should be able to develop a meta-level understanding of symbolic (stories/narra-
tives) and imaginary (pictures/images) phenomena that are in-themselves the transcendental 
agents of historical transformations (including on the level of fundamental physics theory or of 
the level of general evolutionary theory). 

 Consequently, and from my perspective, a bold big history theory would look for a new 
form of undeconstructible universality that can constructively go beyond scientific universality 
(and thus also go beyond discursive deconstruction (second order) and void spirituality (no or-
der)).  Discursive deconstruction stands for the impossibility of complete and consistent knowl-
edge of physical reality (and thus stands as a universal negation of constructive scientific univer-
sality).  Void spirituality stands for the universality of the void for the hole/lack/gap in physical 
reality in-itself (the space that renders fundamental reality an empty nothingness).  Physical natu-
ralism stands for the possibility of discovering universality in simple constructive symbolic prin-
ciples (typically mathematical formulae).  However, each form has its fundamental short-com-
ings when put into the context of higher order social reality.  For example, discursive deconstruc-

Third order observer of externally observed objects reflectively incorporates its 
own and subjective multiplicities noumenal world view and voice 
model as a (virtual, extimate) object of analysis structured by an a 
priori frame of desire that unconsciously filters orientation, inter-
vention, and understanding of subject-object entanglement

Psychoanalysis

Fourth order observer reflectively incorporates noumenal view and voice mod-
el(s) structured by a priori frames of desire as capable of overde-
termining the virtually narrated images of externally observed ob-
jects (“the world”) through transcendental reflection and creation

Historical 
subjectivity

Fifth order observer identifies the virtual ideational field composed of a multi-
plicity of self-relating and desiring world view and voice models 
as a universal agency (“semiosphere”) in-itself with asymmetrical 
and irreversible reflective and creative autonomy structuring the 
motion of subject-object entanglement

History itself

Description ExampleOrder



tion and void spirituality successfully engage the totality of subjective multiplicity, but they both 
fail to affirm a constructive universality either on the scale of the psycholinguistic unit (subject) 
or on the scale of the psycholinguistic-social unit (community).  In contrast, physical naturalism 
affirms an effective and constructive universality, but cannot include the totality of subjectivity 
(only the horizon of subjectivity that understands and conforms to physical naturalism).  Conse-
quently, if we are to embrace a big history that can handle the symbolic-imaginary (visions and 
narratives) in-themselves (and their general effectiveness in relation to religion, politics, art, 
love, etc.) we must reflectively understand that science in its fundamental operations cannot in-
clude the subjective multiplicity or its ontological consequences in relation to the becoming of 
reality.  

 Moreover, and perhaps even more importantly, from the perspective of subjective multi-
plicity we can see this double-problem field in fundamental physics and complexity/evolutionary 
science in a totally new way.  We can see it in a totally new way because both fundamental prob-
lems, although they appear totally disconnected in terms of scale (Fig. 4), share the fact that they 
are problematic in relation to subjective multiplicity and also were both primordially posited by 
subjective multiplicity in the symbolic-imaginary.  Thus, by including subjective multiplicity in 
the frame we can re-frame this double-problem field of scientific universality as precisely the 
same problem on the terms of an antagonism fundamental to the big historical level of mental 
conceptualization.  In other words, if we shift perspective to the higher order sphere of virtual 
meaning perhaps we can see the problems of “quantum gravity” and the problems of “technolog-
ical singularity” as the exact same problem and that the reconciliation of a concrete universality 
may require an understanding of inscribing the totality of subjective multiplicity and the truth of 
its mental conceptualizations into this field.  Thus, in contrast to contemporary cosmic evolu-
tionary/complexity science theory focused on material processes in spacetime, big history theory 
should be capable of radiating out from the multiplicity of subjectivity that constitutes big histor-
ical inquiry as such within the virtual spherical domain of higher-order meaning searching for a 
concrete singular universality: 

 1) Micro-macro reality incompatible due to unknown properties of quantum gravitation 
(quantum physics, cosmology); 

 2) Unknown consequences of rising complexity due to predicted technological singulari-
ty (complexity science, cosmic evolution); 

 3)  Inscribe total immanence of subjective multiplicity (symbolic-imaginary) attempting 
to “real-ize” an “ideal relation to otherness” via strange loops of self-positing into the frame as a 
phenomenon capable of generating a quantum gravitational technological singularity (anthro-
pology, psychoanalysis) 

 In big historical terms, the higher-order virtual realm of meaning that houses the totality 
of subjective multiplicity should be seen as in-itself the emergence of an incredible mystery wor-
thy of meta-level theory.  Moreover, we should pay close attention to the way in which this high-



er-order virtual realm has started to mentally model physical reality utilizing idealized first-order 
scientific symbolic discursive practices in narrative and vision that in themselves will have 
emergent transcendental ontological effects, i.e. “scientific knowledge of the object” opens up 
the possibility spaces for the realization of the “historical truth of the subject”.  In other words, 
the big historical consequence of being able to model this higher-order realm of the symbolic-
imaginary in-itself would be to develop a drive for a theory that, instead of tethering the narra-
tives and visions of the subjective multiplicity to the narrative and vision (gaze and voice) of sci-
ence in-itself, would realize that the subjective multiplicity always-already transcendentally 
frames the whole of reality with symbolic-imaginary fictions that stabilize worlds/frames that 
are valid in-themselves (effects of the real).  These (virtual) worlds/frames (of reality) have actu-
al physical consequences in relation to the becoming of physical reality in-itself, i.e. effective 
general fiction (e.g. science, religion, politics, art, etc.) is the interesting phenomenon in rela-
tionship to the becoming of the symbolic-imaginary in relation to what we think of as physical 
reality. 

 To connect this back to the aforementioned universality field deadlock between physical 
naturalism, void spirituality, and discursive deconstruction, this new approach would thus speak 
to a big history that can analyze the universality of fiction which is both capable of being con-
structive (e.g. science, religion, art, politics, love, etc.) and includes the totality of subjective 
multiplicity as the foundation of their community life.  This could immediately be able to inform 
a change to big historical analysis which is capable of modelling the higher-order big historical 
constructs and their consequences for the total sphere of subjective multiplicity.  Thus, the ques-
tion is not whether or not a total vision and narrative is aligned (agrees) with physical nature (or 
how well it describes physical nature) but rather to understand how a big historical totality (vi-
sion and narrative) effectively functions in relationship to subjective motion in the higher-orders 
of the real virtual sphere of meaning.  In other words, from this view of fictional universality, 
each human being is nothing but a subjective loop with a virtual fictional construct that attempts 
to map and understand (epistemology) the whole of reality (big history) in order to stabilize 
some relationship to (what it perceives to be) the ideal real other of subjective multiplicity.   

 Consequently, this multiplicity of “strange loops” searching for “reality” needs to be un-
derstood in-itself (the motion of the subjective multiplicity holding big historical visions and nar-
ratives).  This would not be easy because it would involve the discursive mediation of the pro-
cessual becoming of a global community of strange loops in-itself (higher order analysis instead 
of first order analysis).  To be specific the effectiveness of the mediation of the community of 
strange loops searching for the universally real (and thus the validity of a particular big history) 
should not be understood on the terms of physical naturalism but instead on the terms of the sub-
ject’s processual becoming with the higher-orders of the real virtual sphere of meaning that con-
tains all subjective multiplicity.  In this way we could potentially approach a meta-level under-
standing of philosophy, religion, and other big historical fictional constructs that spontaneously 
exist in the subjective multiplicity (and always have) independently of the subject of big history 
and the community of big historians that attempt to sanction physical nature with their particular 
abstract universality.


